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The colors of a bicolored graph can be reversed by local complementation n a linear number 
of steps. 
Consider the following game which is played on a graph G whose vertices have 
been arbitrarily colored white or black. A move consists of a "local inversion": 
choose a vertex a of G, reverse the colors of its neighbors, and reverse the 
relation of adjacency between the neighbors. That is, after the inversion two 
neighbors of a are joined by an edge if and only if they were not joined before. 
Nothing else is changed; in particular, the color of a remains the same, and the 
edges incident with a are not altered (see Fig. 1). 
Question: Given a graph all of whose vertices are colored white, is it possible 
to get back to the same graph with all vertices black? 
We shall show that the answer is yes, provided the graph has no isolated 
vertex. No generality is lost if we consider only connected graphs. 
Theorem. Let G be a connected bicolored graph of order n >I 2. Then G can be 
color-reversed by local inversion in 6n + 3 moves. More generally, given two 
arbitrary bicolorations fl and fl' of G, then fl' can be obtained from fl in <~gn 
moves .  
The bounds given in the theorem are not best possible. The precise bounds, 
however, are immaterial: the interest of this game, if any, lies in the fact that the 
reversal can be carried out in a linear number of steps. 
The game is a modification of another one which arises in an analysis of the fine 
structure of Eulerian walks (see [1, Section 8]). In the "Eulerian" game, the 
initial bicoloration of the given graph G is obtained by coloring a vertex white if 
its degree is odd, black if the degree is even. The moves are restricted to local 
inversion at white vertices only. The aim is to obtain a graph G' containing an 
anticlique (maximal independent set) consisting of black vertices. It is not 
required that G' be the same graph as G. One may assume that at the outset all 
vertices are colored white. Examples can be given to show that the required 
graph G' does not always exist. The game we consider in the present note clearly 
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Fig. 1. Color-reversal of a triangle. (The arrows indicate the vertices where local inversion is carried 
out.) 
is a relaxation of the Eulerian one as far as the rules are concerned. It seemed 
therefore justified to impose a more stringent aim. 
Another possible version of the game is to allow the pivoting vertex to change 
color as well as its neighbors. This change may be more far-reaching than appears 
at first sight. For example, under the modified rule, the complete graph K,, can be 
color-reversed if and only if n is even. We have not pursued this matter further. 
The proof of the theorem is based on two observations. 
Lemma 1. Let [a, b] be an edge of G. Then playing successively at a, b, a, b, a, b 
reproduces the graph G but with the colors of a and b reversed and all other colors 
unchanged. 
Lemma 2. Let A =abc be a triangle in G. Then playing successively at a, b, a, c, 
b, a, c reproduces the graph G with the color of the vertex a reversed and all other 
colors unchanged. 
In fact, Lemma 2 suffices to prove the theorem. Assume G connected and let 
two bicolorations fl, fl' of G be given (i.e., maps of V(G) into {1, -1 ) ) .  Suppose 
that fl(a):/= fl'(a) for some vertex a of G, i.e., f l ' (a)=-f l (a) .  We may assume 
I GI t> 3, otherwise the theorem is trivial. If a belongs to a triangle, then 
application of Lemma 2 to G and fl produces a new bicoloration fll of G with 
fl~(a) =- f l (a )  = fl'(a), and G is unchanged in all other respects. This takes 7 
moves. If there is no triangle in G containing a, then take any neighbor b of a, 
and any neighbor c of b, c =/=a, such that c is not adjacent to a. Since IGI i>3 such 
vertices exist. Playing at b results in a graph Gb in which abe is a triangle. Hence 
the nine moves b, a, b, a, c, b, a, c, b return G to itself with a new bicoloration 
ill, where i l l (a )=- f l (a )= fl'(a) and fla(x)= fl(x) otherwise. Thus the number 
of vertices on which fl and fl' disagree has been reduced by one. 
If one wants only to reverse the colors of G, i.e., if fl' = -f l ,  then one can take 
advantage of Lemma 1 which permits the simultaneous reversal of the colors of 
two adjacent vertices. If n is even, take any spanning forest F of G in which all 
degrees d(x; F) are odd, x ~ V(G). Let [ai, bi], i = 1 , . . . ,  m be the edges of F and 
denote by (ab) 3 the sequence a, b, a, b, a, b. Then the 6m ~< 6(n -  1) moves 
(a~bO 3 . . .  (ambm) 3 reverse all colors. An appropriate modification of this 
argument (involving one application of Lemma 2) shows that when n is odd the 
reversal can be carded out in <~6n + 3 steps. If G has a perfect matching M, the 
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½n edges of M can be used to invert in 3n steps. However, an essential part of this 
kind of argument is that one has to be given, or else has to determine, a certain 
subgraph of G. We have formulated our theorem so as to avoid the necessity for 
such a determination. 
It remains to prove Lemmas I and 2. We first introduce some notation. 
Let G be a finite graph with vertex set V(G)=A and let a cA. The local 
complement of G at a is the graph Go on A whose edges are given by 
[x, y] e E(Go)C~[x ~ V(a; G) or y ~ V(a; G) and [x, y] e E(G)] 
or [x, y e V(a; G), x ~y, and [x, y] ¢ E(G)], 
where V(a; G) is the neighborhood of a in G, i.e., V(a; G) = {x e A: [a, x] 
e(c)} .  
We extend the definition of local complement o the set A* of all finite 
sequences of elements of A by setting G~ = G (e = the empty sequence) and 
Gw~ = (Gw)a for any w cA*,  a cA.  We write sequences without commas and 
parentheses. It will be convenient to introduce an equivalence relation on A* by 
setting u ~ w if and only if Gu = G~, u, w ~ A*. Trivially, a 2 - e for any a ~ A. 
Hence ww* .-. e for any w e A*, where w* is the reverse of w. Also, a -- e if and 
only if a is an isolated or pendant vertex of G. 
A bicoloration of the vertices of G is any map ~ :A---> {1, -1}. A bicolored 
graph is a pair B = (G,/3), where/~ is a bicoloration. Given a e A define a new 
bicoloration 13a by 
ifx V(a;C), otherwise. 
The bicolored graph Bo = (G~,/3°) will be called the local inversion of B at a. 
Again we extend this definition to A* in the obvious way. As for uncolored 
graphs we have Bo, = B for any a e A, and Bo = B if a is an isolated vertex of G. 
If U c A, G[U] will denote the subgraph of G induced by U. More generally, if 
U, U' c A, then G[U, U'] will denote the graph with 
v(c [u ,  tt']) = uu  u' ,  e(c[tl, 
Thus G[U, U] = G[U]. ¢~ denotes the complementary graph of G. Also, it will be 
convenient to introduce the sets 
Av(X, G)= {x cA - U: V(x; G)N U=X},  (1) 
where X c U cA.  {Av(X, G): X c U} is a partition ofA - U into possibly empty 
blocks. In this context we shall write sets without braces and commas. Thus 
Ao(ab, G) means A~a)({a, b}, G). 
Let B=(G, ~) be a bicolored graph, U cA .  It is clear that Z= 
I..J{V(a; Gw): a ~ U} is the same set for any w ~ U*, and hence that Gw[A - Z] = 
G[A - Z]. One also has that ~w(x) = #(x) whenever x ~ A - Z. 
Now let [a,b]eE(G) and take U={a,b}. Put NI=A(a, G), N2=A(b, G), 
N3 = A(ab, G), where A( , ) stands for Aob( , ) in the sense of (1). Note that in 
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the transition from B to B= or Bb either the colors of all vertices belonging to N~ 
are reversed or none at all. Similarly, either all adjacencies between vertices of N~ 
are reversed or none at all, and the same holds for the adjacencies between a or b 
and N~ as well as those between N~ and Nj, i :~ j. In other words, each of the sets 
N1, N2, N3 behaves like a single vertex. 
We now use these observations to determine B,,b,,. From what has just been 
said, the graphs B, B,,, Baz, B.,b,, Can be represented schematically by the first four 
diagrams of Fig. 2. In these "graphs" the signed edges + [N~, Nj] represent the set 
(possibly empty) of all edges between N/ and Nj with the plus or minus signs 
designating adjacency in G or its complement, as the case may be. The unsigned 
edges [a, N~] (or [b, Ni]) indicate that all edges [a, x], x e N/(or [b, x], x e N/) are 
present. White or black is used for the original or reversed colors, respectively, 
and in the case of the squares N~ also to indicate that the adjacency between the 
vertices in N~ is that of G or its complement. We sum this up in the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3. I f  [a, b] e E(G), then the two bicolored graphs Bob= and Bba b have the 
same underlying graph Gab° = Gb=b whose structure is given by Fig. 2 (2.4). 
Furthermore, fl~= = flha and fl~b = flhb, where for any u e A, h,, : A---> { 1, - 1} is 
defined by h . (u)= -1,  h,,(x)= 1 otherwise. 
Lemma 3 says that aba ~ bab. Hence (ab ) 3 ~ (aba)(bab ) ~ (bab )(bab )* ~ e. 
Moreover fl(=b)3 = flhahb. This proves I.emma 1. 
N 3 
N 1 N 2 
N 3 N 3 
+ + 
N. q2 N [2 
(2 .1 )  : B (2 .2 )  : B a (2 .3 )  : Bah 
N S N 3 
N1 2 
(2 .4 )  : Bab a (2 .5 )  : B(aba ) (bab)  
Fig. 2. 
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Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose aoala2 is a triangle in G. We show first that 
(aoalao)(alazax)(aeaoa2) ~ e. (2) 
Put A = {a0, as, a2}, u i  = aiai+lai (throughout this proof the subscripts of the a:s  
are taken mod 3), ei = [ai, ai+x], and Go = G, Gi+l = (Gi),,, i = 0, 1, 2. 
Let Pi be the partition {A(X, Gi): X c A} of A -  A, where A( , ) means 
A/,( , ). We denote the blocks of P0 by Yo,. • •, I:7 as follows: A(~, G) = Y0, 
A(ai, G) = Y/+a, A(A - a~, G) = Y6-i, i = 0, 1, 2, A(A, G) = I:7. Observe that the 
behavior of a vertex x eA-A  in the transitions G-->G1--->G2--->G3 depends 
solely on the block Y, to which it belongs. 
We now relate Gi+l to G~. Note that ej e E(G~), i, j = 0, 1, 2. For i = 0 this is 
the hypothesis that (a0, a~, a2) is a triangle in G, for i > 0 it is the inductive 
statement (i), below. We can therefore apply Lemma 3 to G~ and ei, obtaining 
that G~+I has the following properties: 
(i) a0, al, a2 form a triangle in Gi+l. 
(ii) A(X, Gi+O =A(ri(X), Gi), X c A, where ri is the permutation of the 
power set of A given by 
X if X = ~, ai+2, A - ai+2, A, 
r~(X) = - X otherwise 
Therefore Po = P1 = P2 = P3; let us simply write P. 
(iii) For every block Y, e P the two induced graphs Gj+I[Yr] and 
coincide. 
The product of to, r l ,  r2, in any order, is the identity. This means that 
A(X, (33) = A(X, G) for any X c A, 
which is the same as 
V(a,; G3) = V(a,; G), i=O, 1, 2. 
Moreover, it follows from property 0ii) that (3311:,] = G[Y,] for every block Y,. 
It remains to trace the evolution of the adjacency between vertices in different 
blocks of P. 
Consider the sets 
N,1 =a,(a,, G,), N,2 G,), 
where A~ is short for Aa,,,+l. It is immediate that 
= A(a,, G,) U a(a,a,+2, G,), 
N~2 = A(a,+~, G,) U A(a,+aa,+2, G,), 
Ni3 = A(aiai+l, Gi) U A(A, Gi) U ai+2. 
N/3 = A/(aiai+l, GJ, 
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Using (ii) these sets can be expressed in terms of the Y,'s as follows: 
.,vo  = u Ys, 
No2= Y2U Y6, 
No3- Y4 U Y7 U a2, 
Let x • Y, y • Y~, r ~ s. From (1) we have that 
= YsU Y,, 
N 2= Y3U 
N13 = Y1 u Y7 u ao, 
= Y ,U  
Nzz = Y6 U Y3, 
Nz3 = Y5 U Y7 U al. 
(3) 
[x,y]~E(Gi+l)C:>[x,y]eE(Gi) and Y, cN~j,Y~=Nik, j~k .  (4) 
This means that in the transition G---> (73 the number of times the adjacency 
between x and y is changed to its complement equals the number of columns in 
(3) in which Y, and Y~ occur in two different rows. It is a matter of straightforward 
checking that for the pairs in the middle row, i.e., (Y2, Y3), (Y2, Y6), (Y3, Y6), this 
number is zero; for the other pairs it is two. In all cases it is even. Thus 
[x, y] e E(G3) if and only if [x, y] • E(G). This completes the proof of (2). 
Since [al, a2] • E(G1)= E(Guo) it follows from Lemma 3 that uo(a2ala2) 
uo(ala2aO and hence by (2), 
W = aoa,aoa2alaoa2 "" Uo(a2ala2)(a2aoa2) " "  UoUlU2 ~ E. 
Also from Lemma 3, flw = flhooh2~ =flh,o, as claimed. 
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